Amgen is committed to unlocking the potential of biology for patients suffering from serious illnesses by discovering, developing, manufacturing and delivering innovative human therapeutics. This approach begins by using tools like advanced human genetics to unravel the complexities of disease and understand the fundamentals of human biology.

Amgen focuses on areas of high unmet medical need and leverages its biologics manufacturing expertise to strive for solutions that improve health outcomes and dramatically improve people’s lives. A biotechnology pioneer since 1980, Amgen has grown to be the world’s largest independent biotechnology company, has reached millions of patients around the world and is developing a pipeline of medicines with breakaway potential. For more information, visit [www.amgen.com](http://www.amgen.com) and follow us on [www.twitter.com/amgen](http://www.twitter.com/amgen).

Amgen’s corporate headquarters is located along the Southern California coast between Santa Monica and Santa Barbara (40 miles west of Los Angeles). Our 10 – 12 week internship program offers meaningful project experiences impacting patient’s lives.

**Why choose Amgen for your Summer Internship Experience?**

- Rewarding and meaningful projects
- Mentorship
- Competitive compensation (i.e. paid summer shutdown & holidays)
- Access to Fitness Center (AmGym)
- Offsite and onsite activities hosted by AmGym i.e. surfing, kayaking, hiking, go-karting, bowling
- Special Events: Dodger game & networking events
- Executive Speaker Series & Poster Session
- Housing benefits (if eligible)

Additional Information: OVER →

[www.careers.amgen.com](http://www.careers.amgen.com)
Amgen’s Information System (IS) Department at our Thousand Oaks headquarters located along the southern California coast between Santa Monica and Santa Barbara (40 miles west of Los Angeles) is looking for students with outstanding academic records and demonstrated leadership capabilities. An internship in Amgen's IS Department is a hands-on learning experience under the guidance of an IS Manager. Interns are matched to meaningful and challenging projects. Amgen's IS groups support over 19,000 users worldwide. Positions may also be based in San Francisco, California or Cambridge, Massachusetts.

There are two different opportunities within Amgen’s Information Systems Organization, at both the Undergrad and Grad level (please specify which role interests you in your cover letter):

**IS Software Engineer Intern:**
This role employs software development, configuration and design techniques that ensure adherence to software development standards, performance efficiency, reliable and maintainable code, and self-documenting programs. It leverages a basic understanding of software development methodologies and techniques. Duties & Responsibilities include: drafting and updating detailed project plans for small projects or portions of larger projects; assisting in testing, debugging, maintaining, and documenting components of information systems applications; gaining an understanding of basic business processes and transforming them into programming logic; following standard policies and procedures in analyzing situations or data from which answers can be readily obtained.

**IS Business Analyst Intern:**
This role translates business needs into system requirements. It leverages the skills to clearly capture and articulate the client’s processes, partner with the client to identify process improvement, and translate strategies into information solutions. Duties & Responsibilities include: drafting and updating detailed project plans for small projects or portions of larger projects; assisting in testing, maintaining, and documenting components of information systems applications; following standard policies and procedures in analyzing situations or data from which answers can be readily obtained.

Examples of prior internship projects include:
Mobile website and app development
Infrastructure and Cloud automation on premises and leveraging Amazon Web Services
Interactive visualization of data from multiple competitor pipeline databases
New direct-to-consumer email campaign deployment
Creation of a segregated manufacturing network DMZ
Microsoft SharePoint site design, development, and support

Please visit [www.careers.amgen.com](http://www.careers.amgen.com) to review the detailed job description, including basic and preferred qualifications. To apply, search the database via career category **College Job**:

Undergrad Internship – requisition 34205BR
Grad Internship - requisition 34204BR

Only candidates who apply via [www.careers.amgen.com](http://www.careers.amgen.com) and SunLink will be considered.

Amgen is an Equal Opportunity employer and will consider all qualified applicants for employment without regard to race, color, religion, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity, national origin, protected veteran status, or disability status.